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Classification of a Family of Abelian Varieties
Parametrized by Reduction modulo g
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By Yasuo MORITA
Department of Mathematics, Faculty o.f Science,

Hokkaido University

(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M. $.A., Sept. 12, 1980)

Deuring classified elliptic curve defined over / in 2 ]. In this
paper, we obtain similar results or a certain Camily of abelian varie-
ties parametrized by reductio modulo oi a Shimura curve. The
results may be regarded as generalization of an unpublished paper
of Shimura in which he obtained similar results or the canonical
Camily of abelian varieties parametrized by reduction modulo of the
Shimura curve 2or the unit group oi a maximal order of an indefinite
quaternion algebra over Q.

1. Notation and assumptions. Let the notation be as in Shimura
9 (and [10]), and let 20=(L, ),p;F+. T, ) be the weak PEL-type

which Shimura constructed in 7.13 of 9 (we assume that /20 has no
level structure). Let p be prime number, and let p=p...p be the
ctorization o p in . Let p=p, and let be an extension o p to
a place o2 C. We assume that (i) p does not divide the discriminant
D(B/F) of B; (ii) each p (i=l,...,t) is decomposed in K/F as p

(iii) r id. and none oi the . (i- 1, ., t, ,= 1, ., g) is con-
tained in . We note that there exist infinitely many such extensions
(K, r, ..., r) or each given (F, r0,= id., ..., r0,).

2. Representations of : on tangent spaces. Let =(A, _, )
be wek PEL-structure o type 0. If has good reduction at ,
then let

_
(, , ) be

_
modulo (c. Morita 7 ]). Then we have

a representation X o the ring /pr on the tangent space at the origin
oi A. Since this representation is obtained by taking reduction
modulo oi the representation of v at the origin of A, and since
is oi type/20, we can determine X. The result is the 2ollowing" For
each , let f and z be the residue degree of p and a prime element
of , nd let r(i) be an element o {r, ..., r} satisfying [.. We
assume r(1)=rl. Since o-M2(r,), and since elements o o and ele-
ments of commute, X is the direct sum of two copies of a representa-
tion X’ o . Let a be an element of . Then the set o eigen values
oi X’(a) is {a mod (2e1-1 times), mod (once), a( mod (lit,
O_]f-l, (i, ])=/=(1, 1), 2e times)}. Accordingly, we can decompose
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’ into the direct sum of the subrepresentations X’, 21 2j ((i, ]) =/= (1, 1)).
Then () and (,) are represented by

0 1 ! 0 1

1 1
eMel_,(Fv)@Mel(Fp)

[ o
and

oj L
The Frobenius element. Now we assume that !R is defined

over a finite field F. Let be the q-th power endomorphism of A.
We say is super-singular if some power of belongs to 3().
Otherwise we say is singular. Let G, be as in Manin 6 ]. Then
we have the following

Theorem 1. If cA is super-singular,
i End (fi, )(R)zQ is isomorphic to the tensor product over F of

K and the totally definite quaternion algebra D over F with discrimi-
nant pD(B/F).

(ii) If q-p’ is suciently large, then

(iii) Let Tp(A)=@= (T,(A)@T,(A)) be the decomposition of the
p-divisible group T;(A) of A by the action of . Then (a) the T,(A)
(i2) are multiplicative, (b) the T,(A) (i2) are etale, and (c) T,(A)
2G_, and T,(A)2G,_.

Theorem 2. If is singular,
( End (, )@zQ is isomorphic to the tensor product over F of

K and another totally imaginary quadratic extension M of F such that
(a) BMM(M) and (b) p is decomposed in M/F.

(ii) Let p=’"’’ (’, ",’) be the decompo-
sition of p in KM. If q-p is suciently large, then there exist
elements 2 and of M and K such that 3-()=2z, (2)=(’’) and

(iii) Let T;(A)@= (T,(A)@T,(A)) be the decomposition of the
p-divisible group Tp(A) of A by the action of . Then (a) the T,(A)
(i2) are multiplicative, (b) the T,(A) (i2) are etale, and (c) T,(A)
2(G,_,@efG,o) and T,(A)2(G,e_@efGo,).

4. Classification. Let 90=(L, , p F+T, ) be as in 1. Then
G+(T)={a e L[ T(xa, ya)=(a)T(x, y) for some p(a) e F+}=KB+. Let
X and Y be sets of representatives of {x e B [ox=o}B]/B and
{xeK]irx=r}FK/K. For any xeX and ye Y, let 90,x,v
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=(L,,p;F+T, yx), and let X(90,,v) be the family of weak PEL-
structures of type 20,,. By 7.3 of Shimura 9 ], we may assume that
X(90,x,) is parametrized by the complex upper-half-plane , and that
the action of e B G/(T) coincides with the usual action as an ele-
ment of B =GL (2, R).

We say that e X(t?o,z,v)(z e ) is singular if {a e B+l(z)=z,
yxyx} is the set ()\{0} of non-zero elements of an order ()
of a totally imaginary quadratic extension M() of F. Let 5’ be the
set consisting of all isomorphism classes of singular

_
e (90,,)

(x e X, y e Y, z e ) such that p is decomposed in M(z)/F and the con-
ductor of (-z) is prime to p. Let be the set consisting of all
isomorphism classes of -_ modulo of elements of (o,,)
(x e X, y e Y, z e ) which can be defined over F, and let and be
the subsets of consisting of singular elements and super-singular
elements, respectively.

Theorem :. (i) Let be a singular element of ([2o,x,)
(x X, y e Y). Then belongs to . belongs to if] p is de-
composed in M()/F.

(ii) Reduction modulo induces a bi]ection of C to . Further-
more, for any two elements and ’ of , reduction modulo in-
duces a bi]ection of Hom ((A, t), (A’, t’)) to Hom ((fi, t)), (fi’, t’)).

(iii) Let be an element of , and let End () be the set of all
isogenies of onto . Then End () can be identified with the set
of all -valued points of the F-group K.D-- {k. d K(R)D k e K,
d D} (cf. Theorem 2). For each prime ideal of F, End() is

identified with {k. d e K(R)D k e K , d D )}, where 2 is a

maximal order of D. Furthermore, (a) for any element k.d of
K.D, the k.d-multiplication of belongs to and (b) this map
induces a bi]ection of I-[ End ().K.DS\K].D]/K.D to . In
particular, any two elements of are separably isogenious.

Remark. Let e be an integral ideal of K which is prime to
P.-" "t. Then we can obtain similar results for the amily of weak
PEL-structures (or PEL-structures) with level e-structures. In par-
ticular, by making use of Eichler 3 and Shimizu 8 ], we can show
that the number of super-singular PEL-structures with level e-struc-
tures coincides with the number which Ihara defined in 4 ], if e is
divisible by a rational integer e satisfying e_ 3.

Remark. Our results hold without assuming F=/= Q (c. Shimura
[9, p. 192, footnote 4]).
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